POWER POLE KIT EZPP12

Kit Includes:
• 10 ft. pole with 2 ft. extension
• Ceiling trim kit

Fasten top of pole to ceiling per local code.

Cut for required ceiling height. (ceiling trim kit included)

Mount Power pole to cladding on Technology Wall. (See page two for access points)
SIDE MOUNT ACCESS SHOWN BELOW

Technology wall access locations. Drill through pole and cladding at any of the below locations.

Technology beltway access locations. Drill through pole and cladding at any of the above locations.
1. Mount the bottom plate of the power pole to the top of the technology wall or beltway (See access locations above.).
2. Drill the desired hole through the Plate and the cladding.
3. Slide the pole over the mounted plate.
4. Replace screw and then replace the covers.

Fasten to ceiling per local code.